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Satin and tulle are two different kinds of fabric with different advantages and 
disadvantages as well. One difference between satin and tulle namely, Satin has a 
fiber structure which when cut / cut the fiber will break. While tulle has a strong 
structure, if the fiber is cut it will not break. Basically both these fabrics can be 
processed into a product worth selling high fashion. 
The purpose of this study is to provide more value to the value or satin and tulle, 
satin and tulle explore into high fashion products, provide different innovation by 
utilizing the character of satin and tulle itself into something that has more selling 
points. 
From the research, product designing couture is concluded that the exploration of 
the use of satin and tulle can be explored through heating techniques, stitching, 
embroidery, and also layering. 
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